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In this paper, some p-resolvable balanced incomplete block desiqns are wnstructed. Further- 
more, parameters’ combinations of all the designs CwWructed are tabulatcc? wder some 
restrictions. 
The concept of resolvability and affine resolvability, introduced by Bose [1], 
was generalized to p-resolvability and affine p-resolvability by Shrikhande and 
Raghavarao [ 1 I]. A balanced incomplete block (BIB) design with parameters ‘1, 6; 
r, k and A is said to be p-resolvable if the blocks (b = mt) can be separated into t 
sets of m blocks each such that each set contains every treatment exactly p times 
(r = pf). Furthermore, a p-resolvable BIB design is said to be affine p-resolvable 
if any two blocks belonging to the same set contain q1 treatments in common, 
whereas any two blocks belonging to different sets contain q2 treatments in 
common. In this case, it holds that b = u + t- 1, q1 = (cc - l)k/(m - 1) = k +A -r 
and q2 = pk/m = k2/u (cf. [4]). In particular, an (fine) l-resolvable design 
is simply called (afflne) resolvable in a sense of Bose [l]. Construction methods 
and combinatorial properties for (affine) resolvable BIB designs are available in 
various papers. 
Some methods of constructing (affine) p-resolvable BIB designs are for p 3 2 
known (see, for example, $4,5, lo]). Recently, Mohan [7] gave a method of 
construction of affine p-resolvable BIB designs by using certain symmetric BIB 
designs. His method is applicable for a wider class of designs. 
The construction presented here covers the method given in Mohan [7] and is 
different from that of the oublished papers in the sense that their block structures 
are different. So, designs obtained by this method may be new (as a non- 
isomorphic type) and are tabulated together with designs constructed by methods 
in [4,5,7, lo] within a certain systematic scope of parameters of BIB designs in 
Section 3. This tabulation is very important, since there is no systematic table of 
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parameters of existent p-resolvable BIB designs except g= 1. The table pro- 
duced here may cover most of p-resolvable BIB designs constructed by known 
methods, though it is not exhaustive. 
The construction method of Mohan [7] can be extended to the following. 
'Fheore!m. The existence of Q BIB design with parameters 
o, b, r, k and A for a prime v (2.1) 
implies the existence of a p-resolvable BIB design with parameters 
VI= v2, b,=b(v+l), rl=r(v+l), kl=kv, 
(2.2) 
h,=r+hv, m=b, p=r, t=v+l. 
This is given as follows. Let A be the incidence matrix of the design (2.1) and w 
be the permutation of the rows RI, RZ, . . . , R, of this matrix A defined by 
rrRi = Ri+l (mod v). Then put Ai = v’-‘A for i = 1,2,. . . , V. Let qj where 
j=l,2,..., v be the u rows of Ai. NOW ayj denotes that v copies of the row alj 
arranged one upon the other to form v x v array. Then the array 
ay3 A, A3 As A,. 9 l A,_1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ai, A, A, 9 . --A2 
gives the design (2.2). 
The values of ul. bI. rl and kl are obvious. The rows can be indexed by (t, j), 
1 s t s u, 1 sj s v. The (t, k)th row can be written as, 
v. 5ere A( I) denote the Ith row of A1 = A an44 the numbers in parentheses are 
read 1,.3dulo v. Consider the intersection of the rows (t, j) and (t’, j’). If j = j’ and 
I # t’, then the intersection is clearly r+ Au. If jf j’, then, as v is prime, t + 
x(j-- l)= t’+x(j’- 1) (mod u) has a unique solution, intersection of A( t +- .c(j - 1)) 
and A(r’+xG’- 1)) will be r and all other intersections will be A and the total 
intersection will be r + Au = A 1. Thus, clearly we have a CL-resolvs!ble BIB design 
with parameters given by (2.2). 
1. The CR-resolvable BIB designs constructed from a BIB design with v 
being a prime and k = 2 form as a separate family of the designs. That is, since 
there exists, in general, a BIB design with Iyarameters u (v being a prime), 
b=q.)iu-l),r=u-l,k=2andA=l,wehavealwaysafamilyoftherequired 
p-resolvable BIB designs with parameters v1 = v2, b1 =fv(v2- 1), tl = v*- 1, 
k1=2v and A,=2v-1 for c being a prime. 
Remark 2. As special cases, symmetric BIB designs with parameters v=b, 
r=k=t)-1, h=v-2, and with v=b, t=k=l, A=O, respectively, yield the 
required F-resolvable BIB designs with parameters v1 ==v2, bl = v(v +l), rl = 
v*- 1, kl = v(v- l), Al = a*-- v - 1, and with parameters vl = v*, b1 = v(v + l), 
rl=v+l, k,=v,A,=l, where v is a prime. 
Remark 3. In the theorem, if (2.1) is a symmetric BIB design, then (2.2) becomes 
an afEne p-resolvable BIB design with q1 = Au and q2 = r*. This case is just the 
original result of Mohan [7]. 
Remark 4. Using Theorem 1 of Shrikhande and Raghavarao [lo], it should be 
noted that the existeixe of a BIB design with (2.1) and an ai%ne plane of prime 
order v implies the existence of a p-resolvable BE8 design with (2.2). However, 
our designs may be different from their designs in the sense that block structures 
are different in some points. 
Remark 5. The BIB designs constructed in this section have some interesting 
combinatorial properties. However, this application in statistics may seem some- 
what limited, because they require large block size, large number of replications 
and large number of treatments and therefore designs of extremely large parame- 
ters are being omitted. A large block size makes it difficult to control the 
variations, thus defeating the purpose of blocking. The method descvibed here 
showed the way of constructing p-resolvable and affine p-resolvable BIB designs 
which is far easier than that of the methods of constructing designs given by 
Shrikhande and Raghavarao [lo] and some other existing methods too. 
3. Tabulation 
We know that there are some construction methods of p-resolvable BIB 
designs (cf. [4, 57, lo]). For the exhaustive list of designs of the type (2. l), where 
u is a prime, see Takeuchi [ 121 who gives BIB designs for 2, G 100 and r < 20, and 
symmetric BIB designs for u G 100 and r G 30. In our Table 1, the designs are 
numbered in the ascending order of 2, and for the same 21 in the order of k and for 
the same U, k in the order of p within the scope of range as in u s 125, b s 
250,X~lOOand3~k~u--3with~ 2 2. A list of CL -resolvable BIB designs when 
p = 1 can be found in Kageyama [3]. When k = 2 or o - 2, designs can always be 
constructed by taking all combinations of k treatments among v treatments. As 
mentioned in the introduction, the present able may cover most of p-resolvable 
BIB designs not having large values of parameters constructed by known 
methods, though it is not exhaustive. However, the search for affine +~resolvable 
BIB designs is exhaustive within the above scope of parameters. 
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Table P 
S. Kageyama, R.N. Mohm 
No. u k 6 r A p M t Construction 
1 6 3 20 10 4 2 4 5 
2 L 
ii 
3 20 10 4 5 10 2 
3 3 60 30 12 6 12 5 
4 8 3 56 21 6 3 8 7 
5 8 3 168 63 18 9 24 7 
6 8 4 42 21 9 3 6 7 
7 8 5 168 105 60 15 24 7 
8 9 3 12 4 1 2 6 2 
9 9 3 120 40 10 10 30 4 
10 9 3 120 40 10 20 60 2 
11 9 4 18 8 3 4 9 2 
12 9 4 180 80 30 20 45 4 
13 9 4 180 80 30 40 90 2 
14 9 5 18 10 5 5 9 2 
15 9 5 72 40 20 10 18 4 
16 9 5 72 40 20 20 36 2 
17* 9 6 12 8 5 2 3 4 
I8 9 6 12 8 5 4 6 2 
19 10 4 90 36 12 4 10 9 
20 10 4 180 72 24 4 10 18 
21 10 4 180 72 24 8 20 9 
22 10 4 90 36 12 12 30 3 
23 10 4 180 72 24 12 30 6 
24 10 4 180 72 24 24 60 3 
25 10 4 180 72 24 36 90 2 
26 10 S 36 18 8 2 4 9 
27 10 S 36 18 8 3 6 6 
28 10 5 36 18 8 6 12 3 
29 10 5 36 18 8 9 18 2 
30 10 6 30 53 30 6 10 9 
31 IO 6 90 54 30 18 30 3 
32 11 3 55 15 3 3 11 5 
33 11 4 SS 20 6 4 11 5 
34 11 7 5s 35 21 7 11 5 
35 11 8 55 40 28 8 11 S 
36 12 3 132 33 6 3 12 11 
37 12 3 220 5s 10 5 20 11 
38 12 4 165 55 15 5 1s 11 
39 12 5 132 55 20 5 12 11 
‘r\ 12 6 66 33 15 3 6 11 
41 ‘2 6 110 5s 2s 5 10 11 
42 12 8 33 22 14 2 3 11 
43 12 8 165 110 70 10 1s 11 
44 12 9 44 33 24 3 4 11 
-aS 13 3 26 6 1 3 13 2 
-Mi 13 S 39 1s S 5 13 3 
-a7 13 6 26 12 5 6 13 2 
48 i3 7 26 14 7 7 13 2 
49 13 8 39 24 14 8 13 3 
SO 13 10 26 20 15 10 13 2 
51 14 6 9: 39 15 3 7 13 





















































Table 1 (amtd.) 
No. u k b r A p m t Construction 
53 15 6 70 28 10 4 10 F 
9 70 42 24 6 10 F 




















































12 35 28 22 
3 80 15 2 
5 48 15 4 
7 240 105 42 
7 240 105 42 
7 240 105 42 
8 30 15 7 
8 210 105 49 
8 210 105 49 
8 210 105 49 
11 48 33 22 
12 20 15 11 
4 68 16 3 
4 68 16 3 
5 68 20 5 
5 68 20 5 
8 34 16 7 
9 34 18 9 
12 68 48 33 
12 68 -18 33 
13 68 52 39 
13 68 52 39 
6 204 68 20 
9 170 85 40 
12 204 136 88 
15 102 85 70 
3 57 9 1 
4 57 12 2 
6 57 18 5 
13 57 39 26 
15 57 45 35 
16 57 48 40 
8 190 76 28 
12 190 114 66 
16 95 76 60 
3 70 10 1 
3 70 10 1 
4 105 20 3 
6 42 12 3 
6 210 60 15 
6 210 60 15 
6 210 60 15 
15 42 30 21 
17 105 85 68 
18 70 60 51 
18 70 60 51 
18 70 60 51 
10 231 10s 45 
10 231 105 45 























































































































































Table 1 (cmtd.) 
No. t) k b r A p w t Construction 
104 22 12 231 126 66 6 11 
105 22 12 231 126 66 18 33 
106 22 12 231 126 66 42 77 
107 25 3 100 12 1 3 25 
108 25 3 100 12 1 6 50 
109 25 4 50 8 1 4 25 
110 25 4 150 24 3 4 25 
111 25 4 150 24 3 8 50 
112 25 4 150 24 3 12 75 
113 25 5 30 6 1 2 10 
114 25 5 30 6 1 3 15 
115 :: 10 60 24 9 4 10 
116 2.5 10 60 24 9 8 20 
117 25 10 60 24 9 12 30 
118 25 15 60 36 21 6 10 
119 2.5 15 60 36 21 12 20 
120 I?5 15 60 36 21 18 30 
121* 25 20 30 24 19 4 5 
122 25 20 30 24 19 8 10 
123 25 20 30 24 19 12 15 
124 25 21 50 42 35 .21 25 
125 25 22 100 88 77 22 25 
126 25 22 100 88 77 44 50 
127 27 9 156 52 16 4 12 
128 27 !2 234 104 44 8 18 
129 27 IS 234 130 70 10 18 
130” 27 18 39 26 17 2 3 
131 27 18 156 !!I!4 68 8 12 
132 27 24 117 104 92 8 9 
133 28 4 63 9 1 3 21 
134 28 8 183 54 14 6 21 
13.5 28 8 189 54 14 18 63 
136 28 24 63 54 46 6 7 
137 28 24 63 54 46 18 21 
138 29 7 58 14 3 7 29 
139 29 8 58 16 4 8 29 
140 29 21 5s 42 30 21 29 
141 29 22 58 44 33 22 29 
142 32 3 155 15 1 3 31 
143 31 4 15,s 20 2 4 31 
I-. 2 311 5 93 1s 2 5 31 
14s 31 26 93 78 65 26 31 
146 33 3 176 i6 1 2 22 
147 33 3 176 16 1 4 44 
148 33 3 176 16 1 8 88 
149 36 6 84 13 2 2 12 
150 36 6 84 14 2 7 42 
151 36 12 210 70 22 5 15 
152 36 12 210 70 22 10 30 
153 36 12 210 70 22 35 105 
154 36 1s 48 20 8 5 12 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































208 81 27 120 40 13 8 24 5 
209 81 27 120 40 13 20 60 2 
210 81 36 180 80 3s 8 18 10 
211 81 36 180 80 35 16 36 5 
212 81 36 180 80 3s 40 90 2 
213 81 4s 180 100 55 10 18 10 
214 81 45 180 100 55 20 36 5 
21s 81 4s 180 105 SS SO 90 2 
2rclx 81 54 120 80 53 2 3 40 
217 81 54 120 80 53 4 6 20 
218 rJt 54 120 80 53 8 12 10 
219 81 54 120 80 53 10 1s 8 
2211 81 s4 120 80 53 16 24 5 
221 $31 54 120 80 53 20 30 4 
222 81 54 120 80 ss 40 60 2 
223” t(l f2 90 80 71 8 9 IO 
224 Is? 72 90 80 71 16 18 S 
22s 81 72 90 80 71 40 4s 2 
226 121 il 132 12 1 3 33 4 
227 121 fl 132 12 I if 44 3 
??S 121 11 132 12 1 6 66 2 
224* 121 55 132 60 27 S 11 12 
230 121 SS 132 60 27 15 33 4 
231 121 SS 132 60 27 20 44 3 
232 ‘21 SS I32 60 27 30 66 2 
233* I.!1 6Er 132 72 39 6 11 12 
2z4 1:1 6G 132 72 39 1s 33 4 
2?5 12f h6 132 72 39 24 44 3 
2.36 1Lk M-3 132 72 39 36 66 2 































In Table 1, the symbol A means that the design can be constructed by the 
meth~ described here; B means that the design is constructed by using Theorem 
2.1 of 141; C means the construction by Theorem 2.2 of [4]; D means the 
construction by Theorem 2.3 of [4]; E means a construction based on the idea 
that if t is a multiple of an integer Q[, then ~ouping of (Y complete sets each of 
it3xlc~ in a resolvable BIB design leads to an #:I=-resolvable BIB design with the 
same :-t of parameters; F means that the design can be constructed by Theorem 1 
of [lrt:; G means a construction by Theorem’ 2of [ 10); I-I means a construction by 
Corollary of [ 101; J means that, using Bose’s first module theo,~em, the BIB 
designs with parameters u, b, r, k, h generated by some initial biccks (or difference 
sets) are k-resolvable (cf. [12]). In particular, the reference number with asterisk 
(“1 is an tine p-resolvable BIB design. Note that a large n~ber of other 
?arame~ers’ cumbi~ations of designs constructed by the theorem presented here 
can be ,found in Mohan and Kageyama [9]. 
An %her obvinus construction method is that from two hi-resolvable BIB 
On b -resduabZe BIB designs 121 
designs (i = 1,2) with common parameters 21, k and t1 = t2, a (~1~ + &-resolvable 
BIB design can be constructed (see [4]). 
Incidentally, an afike p-resolvable BIB design with t) s 125 and A =S 100 in 
which a solution is unknown is only as follows: _ 
u=99, k=66, b=147, r=98, A=65, ~=2, m-53, t =49; 
u=lOO, k=90, b=llO, r=99, h=89, ~=9, m=lO, t=ll; 
u=112, k=84, b=148, r=lll, h=83, ~=3, m=4, t=37; 
u=117, k=78, b=174, r=116, h=77, ~=2, m=3, t=58; 
(see [2, 6, 71). 
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